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About This Game

Capture the essence of strategy and turn-based combat in Chessboard Kingdoms. Let your imagination run wild as you fortify
your towns and send off your troops to stand against invaders. Invent strategies and hone your resolve while accepting the

challenges of management and leadership as the sovereign of the lands.

Chessboard Kingdoms is a new kind of turn-based strategy. Ideas both new and old are fused together to create a game where
principles of chess are expanded and developed to form novel, fun, and competitive multiplayer gaming activities. Devise and

apply clever strategies, build and siege fortresses, encounter wizardry, and travel the lands of Chessboard Kingdoms!
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Iron-clad West or Mysterious East? Find out who will persevere on the battlefield when two different factions fight for the
grand victory. Will you be the wise Sultan proving your birthright to the borderland kingdoms, or the cunning King searching to

expand his estate for the sake of his people?

Iconic “Capture the Flag” game mode mixed with turn-based combat can surely surprise you. Settle a bet between rulers by
capturing and holding the flag instead of waging war. All in turn-based entourage, spiced up by familiar, yet new, chess

mechanics.
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●Sharpen your mind with chess strategies and tactics. Put your skills to the test on different board sizes and with
different combinations of troops. Choose to use the familiar chess-like pieces, or explore the unique additions.

●Stationary ‘chess’ pieces? More like Barracks, Wizard Towers, Workshops, Walls and many more. Build and protect
your town, and don’t underestimate the safety your walls bring.

●Enemy is sitting behind those tall Walls and Gates? Launch a catapult or trebuchet assault and bring down the fortress.
Not only effective, but it’s fun to watch those pesky walls crumble.

●Enchant enemies or blast them with spells. Our Wizard unit works around the familiar rules. When an enemy piece is
standing in his area of effect, its movement and attack paths change. You’ll have to adapt your strategy accordingly.

●Play with up to 4 other players on a variety of maps. Try to grasp the victory and achieve a high score. Gameplay takes
on a whole new perspective when there’s more than two players involved.

●'Capture the Flag' in multiplayer. Join your friends in this popular game mode. Utilize chess tactics and show you
problem solving skills when trying to get a hold of that flag.
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Title: Chessboard Kingdoms
Genre: Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Hashed Egg
Publisher:
Hashed Egg
Franchise:
Chessboard Kingdoms
Release Date: 16 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 64-bit or Windows 8.1 64-bit or Windows 10 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo CPU P8600 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GT

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: Minimum requirements are subject to change in the course of development.

English,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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CLOSED BETA IS COMING!:

Brace yourself! - Chessboard Kingdoms CLOSED BETA is coming and soon you will be able to sign in! Take no risk -
subscribe to our newsletter and make sure you won't miss it!
Link[hashedegg.us19.list-manage.com]. BETA Extension:
Due to more key requests, we have decided to extend the duration of the beta test by 3 more days. The tests will last until
11.00am on October 11th. Get your key by writing us. Also subscribe or request here:
Request key[mailchi.mp]. Hotseat Mode -- New game mode update:
First major update is here. We are happy to introduce a new game mode -- Hotseat multiplayer.

Now you can play a match from the same computer. Share a game with your friends, or practice on your own. Hotseat matches
can be played on any map with or without fog of war, and unlike singleplayer, you can play capture the flag modes!

What's next. Chessboard Kingdoms Released (Early Access):
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Release decisions. Achievements!:
First of all, we'd like to wish everyone to have joyful and exciting holidays!

Achievements
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